SUGGESTED GUIDELINE FOR MEETINGS DURING A PANDEMIC

**Sanitizing tables/chairs/key tags/etc. Spacing the chairs, putting the 7th tradition basket in a stationary place having a reserved area for people with compromised immune systems, making sure the bathrooms have soap, and if they've had a fever in the last 14 days have them consider online meetings instead.**

**Disposal gloves for treasurer handling money**

**Print out the recommendations from the CDC or your local public health department. That way we give accurate information and nothing from non-professional members. The guidelines can be communicated to GSR’s and facilities sending addicts prior to your first meeting.**

*B* Breaking the group into 2 groups, one outside or in a separate room

**Have members read the readings from their phone**

Stay six feet away from others when outside the home

When social distancing is difficult to maintain in public settings (six feet apart) face masks must be worn under some state guidelines

Social interactions in groups of 20 or fewer (Groups should not meet in excess of 20) under some state guidelines

Have a face mask at the door for members who don’t have one.